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A FRENCH MARKET 
THANKSGIVING
THE PERFECT TURKEY
SETTING THE STAGE
JUST DESSERTS
THE ESSENTIALS



This Thanksgiving, we’re finding our  
seasonal inspiration in a classic French  
tradition: the bustling French markets.  
Our Thanksgiving Guide details  
everything you need to create a warm,  
relaxed celebration of your own,  
including fresh recipes from our  
French Market Menu. It’s a cultural  
celebration as effortless as it is elegant.

A French Market
ThAnksGIvInG

The Menu

MAIn

Herbes de Provence-Crusted Turkey
PAGes 4 & 5



sIdes

Haricots Verts with Walnuts,  
Goat Cheese and Cranberry Vinaigrette

Roasted Root Vegetable and  
Gruyère Gratin

PAGes 6 & 7



desserT & TeA

Apple Tarte Tatin with Fleur de Sel
PAGes 8 & 9

COver reCIPe

Tarte Aux Pêches
Learn how to make our delicious 
version of Tarte Aux Pêches by 
visiting LeCreuset.ca



The Perfect 
Turkey: 
Step-By-Step

THE PLAN
There’s little doubt about it: Turkey is the culinary 
centrepiece of the fall season. Whether you’re looking for 
the traditional homemade roast turkey or something more 
dashing, like our herbes de Provence-Crusted version, 
here are a few basic steps that every home cook should 
take to ensure the results are perfect.

4.9 L RECTANGULAR RoASTER
The even heat distribution of this 
versatile enamelled Cast Iron 
rectangular roaster makes it ideal 
for oven-roasted turkey, homemade 
lasagna, casseroles and roasted 
vegetables. 

4.9 L  $295.00

Colours:  •••••••

THE RIGHT SIzE
If you have a big party (and a big bird), plan on  
1 1/2 pounds for each person. If you’re looking at a 
bird of 12 pounds or less, allow 2 pounds per person  
to account for the higher bone-to-meat ratio. don’t 
forget – a larger bird means delicious leftovers.

THE PERFECT PAN
Consider investing in a sturdy Le Creuset 
enamelled Cast Iron rectangular roaster. After 
Thanksgiving, it can be used for roasting all kinds 
of meats, vegetables, casseroles and lasagna. your 
investment will last a lifetime and provide the 
perfect platform to brown and caramelize – the 
secret of every professional cook.

DEFRoSTING BASICS
Plan ahead to allow a full day for every 4 pounds 
being thawed. It is best to defrost a turkey in the 
refrigerator to discourage bacteria growth. Place 
the turkey breast side up on a baking sheet and 
use the bottom drawer or shelf to catch any drips. 

STUFFING BASICS 
A great way to cook and display your stuffing is to 
use our Oval Au Gratin. Its wide, shallow shape 
provides maximum surface exposure for a crispy 
topping. Cover with aluminum foil and cook at 
175º C (350º F). Baste it occasionally with turkey 
juices. It only needs an hour of cooking time.

CLEANING BASICS 
After defrosting, remove the giblets before cooking.
rinse the turkey under cool running water. Once 
cleaned, dry the turkey carefully inside and out 
with paper towels.

LEFToVERS
sliced turkey and stuffing are perfect for a delicious  
open-faced sandwich. Toast some rustic crusty 
bread, then pile on the turkey and stuffing and 
drizzle with leftover gravy. Add some market-fresh 
peas to the gravy for a bit of colour. Turkey bones 
can be used to make flavourful stock that can be 
used in any recipe calling for chicken stock.

REVoLUTIoN® FLAT WHISK
This Flat Whisk’s thin blades are 
ideal for folding ingredients, beating 
eggs and blending pan sauces. Ideal 
for blending a roux or making gravy 
in a roasting pan; its flat, angled 
shape puts the whisking power at the 
bottom of the pan, where it’s needed.

29 cm  $40.00

SERVING PLATTER
With its generous surface area and 
built-in handles at each end for easy 
lifting, the serving Platter is ideal 
for bringing main courses to the 
table or serving appetizers on a 
coffee table or kitchen island. 

42 cm x 29 cm  $80.00

Colours:  •••••••

GRAVY BoAT
The Gravy Boat has a wide mouth 
for pouring gravy or sauce, and its 
carefully shaped pouring rim 
prevents drips. A comfortable 
handle ensures a steady grip.

.35 L  $30.00

Colours:  •••••••

MAIn dIsh

Herbes de  
Provence-Crusted 
Turkey
The centrepiece of the holiday meal 
gets a classic French makeover with 
herbes de Provence.

see the full recipe at LeCreuset.ca
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seTTInG The 

Stage
THE PERFECT MATCH
Le Creuset’s long history of blending style and  
functionality is reflected in our line of products  
designed for dining and entertaining. Crafted from  
the highest-quality materials and available in a  
variety of stylish colours, our distinctive collection  
of tableware and accessories will help to make your 
holiday meal a memorable event.

oVAL AU GRATIN
The wide, shallow shape of the Oval 
Au Gratin provides maximum 
surface area exposure for perfecting 
crispy toppings. Its cast iron 
construction is versatile enough for 
deglazing on the stovetop, baking in 
the oven or serving at the table.

2.8 L  $220.00

Colours:  •••

REVoLUTIoN® SPooN 
Ideal for stirring and 
portioning, this spoon’s  
strong, pointed tip 
easily reaches into 
tight corners.

34 cm  $40.00

DINNER PLATE 
This classic stoneware dinner Plate 
features a recessed base to contain 
liquids and a wide rim featuring  
Le Creuset’s signature raised rings.

30 cm  $30.00

Colours:  •••••••

SERVING BoWL
Crafted in three useful sizes, these versatile, 
multi-purpose bowls handle a variety of kitchen 
tasks, from mixing and stirring to serving  
and storing. 

0.5 L  $30.00 
1.6 L  $40.00 
2.9 L  $50.00

Colours:  •••••••

SALT & PEPPER SHAKERS
This matching set of simple, 
functional shakers features 
gracefully curved contours and 
classic raised lettering.

0.1 L  $30.00

Colours:  •••••••

BUTTER DISH 
This traditional French-inspired 
design is made with both service and 
storage in mind, whether helping 
butter stay firm and keep its shape 
between meals or soften before being 
brought to the table.

20 cm x 15 cm  $38.00

Colours:  •••••••

sIde dIsh

Roasted Root  
Vegetable and 
Gruyère Gratin
The rich flavour of Gruyère, combined 
with the earthy, sweet flavours of 
parsnips, carrots and beets, makes a 
colourful addition to the table.

see the full recipe at LeCreuset.ca

sIde dIsh

Haricots Verts with  
Walnuts, Goat Cheese  
and Cranberry  
Vinaigrette
A fresh and crispy salad combines 
haricots verts, cranberries, goat  
cheese and walnuts to bring forth  
the flavours of fall.

see the full recipe at LeCreuset.ca
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FRENCH RoLLING PIN
A staple of French 
kitchens, Le Creuset’s 
French rolling Pin is 
designed without 
handles, and is 
tapered in the middle 
for better control and 
pressure when rolling 
out uniform circles of 
dough. This classic 
comes in two sizes –
ideal for rolling out 
small amounts of 
dough for pies or 
larger amounts for 
pastries.
51 cm x 2.5 cm  $25.00

Just  
desserts

Steeped in 
Tradition

oVEN MITT
designed to protect wrists from “baker’s 
burn” with its long sleeve, this durable 
mitt reaches to the forearm when worn,  
and features an embedded magnet for  
easy storage on nearby appliances. 
$25.00

Colours:••••

LARGE TEAPoT WITH  
STAINLESS STEEL INFUSER
Featuring a stainless steel Infuser 
that draws out the subtle flavours of 
your loose tea, the Large Teapot’s size  
and elegant design make it perfect 
for entertaining family and friends.
.9 L  $60.00

Colours:•••••••

REVoLUTIoN® APPLE CoRER
The ergonomic design makes coring 
apples and pears easy. The stainless  
steel shaft twists cleanly into the fruit  
and then releases cores with ease. 
25 cm  $20.00

Colour:• 

TATIN DISH
This authentically styled dish is 
surrounded by inverted handles designed 
to delicately turn out freshly baked 
upside-down cakes, fruit pies and the 
classic French pastry known as  
Tarte Tatin.
25 cm  $160.00

Colours:•••

CAKE STAND
Made with presentation in mind, this  
30 cm Cake stand is perfect for serving 
cakes baked in standard-size pans.  
Its sturdy exterior enamel won’t  
be damaged by knives.
30 cm  $60.00

Colours:•••••••

TEA MUG
Whether first thing in the morning or right 
before bed, the .4 L Tea Mug is the perfect 
way to enjoy your favourite cup of tea. 
With a sleek, sophisticated design, this 
artisan-made mug will add colour and 
character to any table. 
.4 L  $18.00

Colours:••••••••

CREAM AND SUGAR SET
This pair of conveniently sized 
containers is the perfect complement  
to coffee and tea, with a precision-pour 
spout for serving cream and a tight-fitting 
lid for storing sugar.
$60.00

Colours:•••••••

TEA BAG HoLDER
The Tea Bag holder’s wide surface can hold  
multiple bags, infusers and spoons, while 
keeping your surfaces safe from spills. A 
durable exterior enamel protects it from 
utensil marks and scratches.
$10.00

Colours:•••••••

SECRETS oF THE PâTISSIèRE
Le Creuset’s innovative tools and 
accessories are designed to make the 
art of homemade desserts smart  
and convenient while ensuring   
a beautiful presentation.

AN ELEGANT RESPITE
This exclusive collection draws on Le Creuset’s long history of blending 
style and functionality. each piece – including this year’s new tea  
assortment – is crafted from colourful, even-heating stoneware. The result  
is a distinctive collection of tableware and accessories that complements 
kitchens both traditional and modern.

The desserT

Apple Tarte Tatin  
with Fleur de Sel
This upside-down tarte with 
caramelized apple filling is a  
stunning dessert that showcases  
the fresh apples of the season.

see the full recipe at LeCreuset.ca

TeA

A quick tip for the perfect 
cup: Always start with fresh 
cold water. never reboil water, 
as it will contain less oxygen, 
resulting in a flat flavour. 
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A TooL FoR EVERY TASK
respect for tradition and authenticity has been 
Le Creuset’s guiding principle since 1925, yet 
our innovative designs and exceptional quality 
ensure that our products will remain relevant 
long into the future. Our complete assort-
ment offers a tool for every task and a colour 
for every taste – but the products on these 
pages are some of our current favourites. 

INTRoDUCING PALM
Le Creuset’s fresh new hue is inspired by the lush, 
luxurious fringe of green that divides land and sea. 
Marrying crisp botanical tones with our trademark, 
hand-applied gradient, Palm brings new life to 
kitchens and tables with a verdant, vibrant green.

Craftsmanship and 
versatility for
every OCCAsIOn 

in Any season 

RoUND FRENCH oVEN
delivering more performance and 
control than ever, the Le Creuset 
round French Oven features a 
refined sand-coloured interior and  
a variety of versatile sizes.
4.2 L  $345.00

oVAL FRENCH oVEN
This enhanced design features the 
functional, elongated shape of the 
classic Le Creuset oval ovens, and  
is ideal for cooking larger cuts of 
meat and poultry, such as prime  
rib or turkey.
4.7 L  $360.00

NoNSTICK FRY PAN
All of our Forged nonstick 
cookware is finished with a  
seamless PFOA-free coating,  
is dishwasher safe and is backed  
by a limited lifetime warranty.
20 cm  $130.00 
24 cm  $150.00 
26 cm  $160.00 
28 cm  $170.00

BRAISER
Braising involves first searing meat 
and vegetables at a high temperature 
and then finishing slowly in a 
covered pan, creating natural gravy. 
With its shallow base and domed lid, 
the Le Creuset Braiser is perfect for 
this type of cooking.
3.2 L  $310.00

SAUCIER – CHEF’S PAN
Popular with professional chefs for 
its unique ability to keep ingredients 
together during cooking, the curved 
walls of the saucier – Chef’s Pan are  
well-suited for producing dishes with 
complex flavours. Its helper handle 
makes for convenient lifting and 
carrying.
3.3 L  $220.00

IRoN HANDLE SKILLET
Whether frying eggs, searing 
chicken breasts or baking desserts,  
the Iron handle skillet makes it 
easy to prepare a variety of classic  
foods on the stovetop or in the oven.
26 cm  $190.00

SAUCEPAN WITH HELPER HANDLE
Perfect for preparing sauces, side 
dishes, rice or grains, the 3.8 L 
saucepan with helper handle is 
specially designed for easy, 
controlled lifting when full. The 
dripless rim makes pouring clean 
and convenient.
3.8 L  $200.00

SAUCIER
Modelled after the smooth, curved 
contours of the Traditional Pot, the 
classic saucier offers the steady heat 
distribution of cast iron with the 
seamless cooking surface required 
for building and stirring delicate 
sauces and risottos.
2 L  $250.00

10 PIECE SET
This essential collection of Le Creuset  
stainless steel offers a variety of 
shapes and sizes, making it the perfect  
gift for newlyweds or for equipping  
a new kitchen. The set includes a  
26 cm Fry Pan, 1.9 L saucepan  
with Lid, 3.8 L saucepan with Lid,  
2.8 L sauté Pan with Lid and 8.5 L 
stockpot with Lid and Pasta Insert.
reg.: $970.00  Special Retail: $800.00
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PUMPKIN CASSERoLE
AN ELEGANT SEASoNAL CENTREPIECE
This essential 2.1 L oven adds a touch of seasonal colour and organic 
flavour to the table as a decorative centrepiece – or while beautifully 
presenting soups, stews and casseroles. Available in your choice of 
Flame or Truffle. $225.00 

Colours: ••

The essentials

Terms & Conditions: This coupon is valid from September 12, 2014 through 
October 26, 2014 with the purchase of $500 or more of Le Creuset products 
(before shipping or other fees or taxes) in a single purchase at stores in 
Canada. Limit one (1) offer per household. Coupons will be accepted until 
November 7, 2014. Coupon has no cash value, void if copied, is not 
cumulative and may not be used in conjunction with other offers. Le Creuset 
reserves the right to alter or terminate this offer and to exclude merchandise 
from time to time. Offer void where prohibited by law. Coupons must be sent 
to the following address with copy of receipt of purchase: 255 Saint Jacques 
Street West, 2nd Floor, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2Y 1M6.

Connect with Le Creuset on 
Facebook to read about our new 
products, events and more: 
facebook.com/LeCreusetCanada

PALETTE BY LE CREUSET FALL 2014 
For nearly a century, Le Creuset 
cookware has been an integral part of 
family celebrations – whether used in 
preparing cherished dishes or serving 
delicious food at the table. In our newest 
edition of Palette, we’ve included great 
recipes, cooking tips and essential tools.

TELEPHONE

EMAIL

ADDRESS

NAME

Buy $500 of Le Creuset products, fill out 
this coupon and send it in to Le Creuset 
along with a copy of your receipt of 
purchase, and receive a free Le Creuset 
Oven Mitt.

reCeIve A Free 

Le Creuset  
Oven MITT

Fall 2014 Palette valid from September 12 to October 26, 2014.  
Prices and availability subject to change without notice. 


